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Redeemed Postal Notes: Great Rarities
By Charles Surasky

MODERN COLLECTORS OF U.S. POSTAL NOTES KNOW
about rarity — both absolute and relative. They know fewer than
2,000 1 have survived for a growing number of 21st Century col-
lectors. They know that this small number makes these interest-

ing successors to our nation's fractional currency absolutely rare. Serious col-
lectors know the comparative scarcity of the major design Types within the 12-
year series.

Experienced Postal Note collectors know Types I and V, the first and
last designs in the series, are thought of as "common" (though new collectors
will quickly discover they are anything but). Types II, ILA, and IV are, based on
the number of reported survivors and their frequency of appearance, decidedly
"scarcer." Type III notes, issued and saved in extremely limited quantities, are
the rarest design.

Yet there is one kind of Postal Note that is much rarer than a Type III.
It is so rare that most collectors aren't even aware they exist. Ironically, they
shouldn't! I'll introduce and discuss these ultra-rare notes shortly, but first
here's some background on this fascinating series.

Postal Note Background

Today's American has numerous ways to safely deliver money to a dis-
tant location. We can write and send a personal check, purchase and mail a
money order or cashier's check, or employ an electronic transfer service. We
can even use a credit card. But sending funds to a faraway place wasn't always so
convenient -- or so secure.

For most of our nation's first century, sending money to a distant bank,
company, or relative was difficult, time-consuming, and relatively expensive.
Those drawbacks led to the widespread sending of cash -- state-chartered bank
notes and federally issued coins -- through the mails. Unfortunately, this
method of transmission was NOT safe, as mail theft was all too common.

Our nation's first widespread use of a federally-issued paper currency
began in 1861. The public's anxiety that preceded and followed the outbreak of
the Civil War at South Carolina's Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, led to wide-
spread hoarding of all gold, silver, and copper coins in circulation. With the
nation's commerce at a virtual standstill for lack of "specie," the Treasury
Department issued "temporary" paper replacements for the full-bodied coins
mandated by the Constitution. The Treasury issued $50 million worth of
Demand Notes, produced for the government by the American Bank Note
Company, with face values from five to 20 dollars. (An additional $10 million
worth of Demand Notes was issued in 1862.)

In 1862, to supplement the Demand Notes in circulation, the Treasury
began issuing United States (Legal Tender) Notes with face values of $5 to
$1,000. These notes helped alleviate governmental and public need for curren-
cy, but did nothing to ease the economy's dire need for circulating "change." To
fill the demand, Congress monetized postage stamps. Additionally, merchants
and entrepreneurs produced and/or employed a variety of monetary substitutes.
A few of the many imaginative items included store cards, tokens (sometimes
called "copperheads"), and postage stamps encased in a variety of holders.

The government, to meet the Union's wartime (and later
Reconstruction-era) need for small denomination money, issued small-sized
low-denomination notes known as Postage Currency and Fractional Currency.
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ABNCo 	 American Bank Note Co. in lower face design
1887-91

Dunlap & Clarke Dunlap & Clarke in lower face design.
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The Postal Notes of 1883-1894 are the

direct descendents of the Postage and

Fractional Currency notes issued and

circulated from 1862 to 1876 by our

Treasury Department.

Produced at various times by the American Bank Note Company, three addi-
tional private banknote companies, and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
their face values ranged from three to 50 cents. For a variety of reasons, includ-

ing the growing problem of counterfeiting, the notes were
issued in five series and numerous designs. These small
notes were popularly used to send a small sum to a distant
relative or business.

In the mid-1870s, the nation's personal, commer-
cial, and governmental coffers began enjoying a renewed
flow of coinage denominations -- some no longer being
issued by our mints -- ranging from the tiny three cent sil-
ver to the mighty $20 gold. The national emergency and its
monetary aftermath had finally ended and the circulating of
U.S. paper money with face values below one dollar was dis-
continued. (In 14 years of production, the Treasury issued
some $368.7 million worth of these popular notes.)

Despite the end of the war, the reunification of the
nation, and the strengthening of the nation's banking sys-
tem, the problem of sending a small amount of money to a
faraway place remained. Americans continued sending paper
money through the mail, keeping thieves busy and happy.
The public's outcry over their losses led to the search for a
successor to the popular Fractional and Postage Currency.

Postal Notes Introduced

A substitute for the three- to 50-cent circulating paper notes was first
considered in 1875. The government knew issue of Fractional Currency -- and
its widespread use as a way to send small sums through the mail -- was about to
end. Washington wanted the replacement notes to be convenient to obtain, easy
to use, and designed to fit into a letter-sized envelope. Furthermore, it decided
the replacement should be engraved and printed on banknote paper, with effec-
tive guards against counterfeiting, theft, and fraudulent re-use.

Chart 1

How To Identify A Postal Note's Type

Company
Type 	 & Contract

Type I 	 Homer Lee
1883-87

Type II 	 Homer Lee

Type II-A Homer Lee

Type III HoMer Lee

Type TV

Type V
1891-94

Identifying
Characteristic(s)

Yellow bank-note paper (Crane & Co.
provided all Postal Note security paper)

White banknote paper and handwritten paying city

White banknote paper and "Any Money Order
Office" rubber-stamped or hand-written on
paying city line

"Any Money Order Office" engraved in
straight line
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The government's study and the public's need led to the creation and
release of the United States Postal Note in 1883. They were issued and cashed by
the nation's post offices in two sizes, on two different Crane & Co. security
papers, in five major designs. Outside vendors produced the notes during three
four-year contracts: Homer Lee Bank Note Co., American Bank Note Co., and
Dunlap & Clarke.

Two major and related reasons explain why Postal Notes were issued
and cashed in post offices. First, unlike private banks, too many of which had a
long history of nefarious circulation of monetary instruments, the public trusted
the federal post office and its financial strength. Second, post offices existed and
operated in virtually every population center. That made Postal Notes both easy
to acquire and easy to cash. (For additional background and technical informa-
tion, consult the resources listed at the end of this article.)

Widespread publicity stimulated public demand at the introduction of
Postal Notes on September 3, 1883. The same was true as the series approached
its final day of issue on June 30, 1894. The extraordinary number of notes
acquired on and near these milestone dates made Types I and V today's most fre-
quently seen examples. Types II, II-A and IV, issued without public notice, are
decidedly scarcer. Type III was designed, engraved, and printed by the Homer
Lee Bank Note Company in New York City at the end of its contract. Issued
only for a short time, and only in a limited number of locations, Type III notes
are the rarities of the series.

Of the 70,824,173 Postal Notes issued, fewer than 2,000 have survived. 2

Type 1: The nation's first Postal
Note design was issued on yellow
paper. All subsequent designs were
issued on white paper and in a
reduced size.
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Type II. Worcester #11,613 is a Type II
Postal Note. Observe the star in the lower
right on face has been "punched out" indi-
cating the 25-cent note has been cashed.

The left circle on back features the dated
stamp of the issuing office, while the right
circle features the eight-sided official stamp
of the cashing office in Hampton, New
Hampshire.

That's about one survivor for each 35,400 issued. The accompanying table
shows the rarity of each Type. With only 36 examples known, Type III Postal
Notes are relative and absolute rarities.

Redeemed Postal Notes: How Rare?

So what kind of Postal Note could be rarer than a Type III? The vast
majority of the 70.8 million notes were issued, used as intended, cashed, and
destroyed. Of the fewer than 2,000 survivors, only a handful of redeemed notes
-- notes that were cashed but not destroyed -- are available for today's collec-
tors.

How could a redeemed Postal Note, which was created to be used,
cashed, and destroyed, survive for 21st century collectors? There are three
ways:

(1) The cashing post office could return the note to the presenter in error.
This could have happened during a design's inaugural period, or in a
newly-established or newly-authorized Postal Note-issuing office.

An oversight like this would lead to an immediate problem for that
office. Without delivering the cashed note to the appropriate Washington, D.C.
accounting department, the office's official account could not be reimbursed by
the government.
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Type Ill. Homer Lee's Type Ill Postal Notes

were only issued by a small number of loca-

tions and only for a short time. This design

is the scarcest of the series.

(2) The note could be stolen after being cashed, and prior to destruction.
We know mail theft was a serious problem in the 1880s and 1890s (the
train and stagecoach robberies in Hollywood's movies were based on
real events). And we know the issuing authorities designed Postal Notes
to be impossible to cash more than once. Thus, if a thief acquired a
cashed Postal Note, it was valueless.

If I were a mail thief in that era and I found cashed Postal Notes among
my "loot," I'd burn them with the rest of the non-cash evidence of my wrongdo-
ing. Still, it is possible that a small number of cashed notes survived because one
or more mail thieves did not destroy them.

(3) The note could have been accidentally "lost" in the cashing office. The
vast majority of Postal Notes were issued and ultimately destroyed as
required by law. But it is reasonable to believe that a tiny number were
accidentally misplaced, dropped behind a heavy safe, or otherwise "lost"
after being cashed. These lost notes could have been found decades
later. Some of the "found" notes were no doubt sent to Washington;
others were saved as interesting and historic hometown collectibles.
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Type IV. American Bank Note was awarded
the second four-year Postal Note production
contract. Their design, called Type IV by
collectors, was created by T.F. Morris.

Type V. Dunlap & Clarke of Philadelphia
supplied Postal Notes during the third con-
tract period. Widespread publicity induced
collectors to obtain and save numerous
"Last Day" examples.

How Many Known Survivors?

Consider Worcester, Massachusetts Postal Note #11,613 (see Figures
1-2). It's a typical Type II note, designed, engraved and printed by the Homer
Lee Bank Note Company. Issued on Tuesday, June 30, 1885, with a face value
of 25 cents, it could only be cashed in Hampton, New Hampshire, a town 67
miles away. This information is confirmed by hand-written, hand-stamped, or
hand-punched indicators on the front of the note. Look at the back of the note
and you'll see the issuing office and date of issue is also stamped in the left circle
(pre-printed with "DATED STAMP OF ISSUING OFFICE.").

Worcester #11,613 is typical of the 122 Type II notes that have sur-
vived for modern collectors — with one significant exception: this note was pre-
sented and cashed on Thursday, July 9, 1885.

To prevent fraud, each Type II Postal Note includes two design ele-
ments that indicate the note has been cashed. The first is on the back. Look at
the right circle featuring the inscription "DATED STAMP OF PAYING
OFFICE". It bears the dated stamp of the Hampton, New Hampshire office.
The second design element is below the fee shield on the front right sector of
the note. Observe that the star has been punched in the area with the instruction
"PAYING POSTMASTER MUST PUNCH OUT THIS STAR CAN-
CELLING THIS NOTE". This is a clever and positive method to insure a
note could be cashed only once.

How many cashed Postal Notes exist from the 1883 to 1894 era? I have
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Chart 2

Relative Rarity of Postal Note Types
And Their Observed Issuance Period

	Reported Examples
	 Observed Issuance Period

Type I
	

445
	

Sept. 3, 1883 to Feb. 26, 1885

Type II
	

122
	

Feb. 16, 1884 to March 10, 1888

Type II-A
	

54
	

Feb. 2, 1887 to Sept. 8, 1888

Type III
	

36
	

Sept. 8, 1887 to June 11, 1894

Type IV
	

146
	

Jan. 26, 1888 to April 23, 1893

Type V
	

657
	

March 21, 1892 to June 30, 1894

Total Known 	 1,460

Note: Data based on Index of U.S. Postal Notes in collectors Hands. Seventh Edition (2004)
compiled by James E. Noll. A new edition of the Index will be available later this year.

only seen one — the illustrated note from Worcester. I have also read about
three others — all high value notes. San Francisco #26,729 was issued on
Saturday, June 12, 1886, with a face value of $4.20. The Type II note, cashed in
Elkhart, Indiana, was sold in a 2007 auction. The second redeemed note I know
of is from Plainfield, New jersey. Plainfield #18,235, an example of the series'
final design, was issued with a face value of $4 on Thursday, October 27, 1892.
It was cashed on Saturday, February 25, 1893, in an unknown city. The final
cashed Postal Note I'm aware of was #10,603 issued in Plankinton, South
Dakota for $4.99 on March 10, 1894. This Type V note was cashed on March
17th in Fort Pilerd (?), South Dakota.

It is reasonable to suspect that -- in addition to these four notes -- a
very small number of others, almost certainly fewer than 10, exist. Compare this
number with the number of surviving Type III notes in the nearby chart (36)
and you'll know why redeemed Postal Notes are the GREATEST rarities of
this fascinating series.

Conclusion

The Civil War and its economic consequences led to the issuance of the
Demand Notes of 1861, the Legal Tender Notes of 1862-63, and the Postage
Currency and Fractional Currency notes issued from 1862 to 1876. The direct
descendents of these popularly-collected and well-known issues are the Postal
Notes of 1883-1894.

Of the 70.8 million issued and fewer than 2,000 survivors known to
modern collectors, only four cashed Postal Notes have been confirmed. Armed
with the information in this article and the sources listed in the "Additional
Reading" section, perhaps you will discover (and report) another cashed Postal
Note in the years ahead.

I invite you to learn more about the U.S. Postal Notes of 1883-1894 --
cashed and uncashed -- an interesting and under-researched area of collecting
and study.
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How Postal Notes Are Collected

Like collectors of National Bank Notes, Postal Note aficianados orga-
nize their notes in a wide variety of ways. Despite being restricted by the limited
number of available, collectors have found a surprising variety of ways to orga-
nize their notes. Here are some of the most popular (and a brief comment):

Basic Collections

Alpha-Omega One note each from the first and last designs — a relatively
"easy" collection to complete.

By Size 	 One Type I (the only "large" notes) and one "smaller"
sized note (Type II through Type V).

By Paper 	 Crane & Co. supplied a yellowish paper for Type I and a
creamy-white paper for all subsequent issues.

By Contract 	 One note from each of the three firms that produced PNs
(a natural expansion of the Alpha-Omega set).

By Type 	 One note of each Type (exceptionally popular with collectors,
yet a very serious challenge).

By Year 	 One note from each year of issuance: 1883 to 1894.

Advanced Collections

By State 	 Imagine building a Postal Note collection with one
representative note from each issuing state or Territory.
(Trudy a multi-generational challenge!)

By County 	 One collector is building a collection of notes representing
each county in his home state. (Fortunately he lives in an
Eastern state with few counties and a fair number of notes
reported.)

By Denomination One optimistic collector is trying to assemble a complete set
of values from one to 25 cents. (The challenge of a lifetime.)

1 The exact number of known and reported Postal Notes is currently 1,460. However, a
dedicated group of collectors is constantly recording newly observed notes in an Index of
U.S. Postal Notes. For example, between 1997 and 2004, a total of 501 new notes were
added to the group's index of known notes — an average of about 63 notes per year.
Using that average, the next Index, available in late 2008, will report between 1,700 and
1,900 known notes.
2 The raw data for this article was published in Index of U.S. Postal Notes In Collectors
Hands, Seventh Edition (2004), a co-operative effort started by James E. Noll in 1975. The
Index is currently compiled by Peter Martin, who is assembling a new edition. If you
would like to obtain the update, please contact Mr. Martin at: pmartin2020@aol.com .
Also, if you own any Postal Notes, please support this nonprofit effort by supplying
information about them to the editor.

Additional Reading:

Bruyer, Nicholas, "A Forgotten Chapter: The United States Postal Note." Paper
Money, #48 -51 (Fourth quarter 1973 - May 1974).

Coin World Almanac, Millennium Edition. Sidney, OH: Amos Press, 2000, pages
243-244.

Hessler, Gene. The Comprehensive Catalog of U.S. Paper Money, 5th edition. Port
Clinton, OH: BNR Press, 1992, pages 387-389.

Morris, T.F. II. "The Life and Work of Thomas F. Morris, 1852-1898." by
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Larchmont, NY, 1968.
NASCA, "The Dr. Joseph Vacca Collection" (public auction sale) April 27-28,

1981.
Noll, James E. Index of U.S. Postal Notes In Collectors Hands, 7th edition.

Escondido, CA, 2004.
Surasky, Charles. Identifying the Postal Notes of 1883 to 1894. El Monte, CA: by

the author, 1985.
Surasky, Charles, "The Mystery of Arkama, Pennsylvania," Pennsylvania

Association of Numismatists Clarion, Vol 6, No. 3, Issue no.
November 1989.

Surasky, Charles, "Necessity Births Postal Notes, Money Orders," Coin Work',
Dec. 14-28,1983.

The American Bank Note Company:
http://www.financialhistory.org/fh/1995/53-1.htm;
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Bank_Note_Company;
http://www.psta.com/ameri  Ca nbanknotecompany.htm

"The U.S. Postal Notes of 1883-1894" (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wild/Postal_notes)

"The U.S. Postal Notes of 1883-1894." ANA Library Slide Set #67.

About the Author:
Charles Surasky has had more than one million words published. He has con-
tributed to the Guide Book and Handbook of US. Coins, Encyclopedia of Half Cents,
United States Pattern, Experimental and Trial Pieces, and The U.S. Rare Coin
Handbook. A member of the Numismatic Literary Guild, and Life Member
#2544 of the ANA, his articles have won numerous awards. Mr. Surasky, a free-
lance numismatic writer, has been researching and writing about the Postal
Notes of 1883-1894 for more than 30 years. He can be contacted at:
csuraskv@aol.com .

New Austrian book covers bank notes since 1900
COLLECTORS OF WORLD

paper money have an excellent new
catalog to Austrian bank notes since
1900, authored by Johann Kodnar and
Norbert Kiinstner.

This 200-page, full color catalog
includes helpful English translations of
significant sections to aid the lingually-
challenged, such as yours truly.

"Austrian bank notes are in great
demand by collectors all over the
world," the authors write. Graphic
design of the country's large size notes
is a principal appeal. Historical associa-
tions also attract collectors.

Notes illustrated are certainly
spectacular. Prices are given in four
grades in euros. A good deal of histori-
cal detail, including biographies of per-
sons illustrated on notes, and biograph-
ical details of note designers are also
presented.

The meat of the catalog, of course,
is the type listing of the bank notes
themselves, which is an eye-catching
treat.

The work covers Austrian notes up
to the last schilling issues, and includes
previously unlisted varieties. Rarities
are given, based on sales results from
more than 1000 auctions. The book
also prices all post-war specimens.

Color illustrations of note types
are accompanied by simple, clear
descriptions of design elements on face
and back, size in millimeters, designer's
name, watermarks if present, and inclu-
sive dates of circulation.

Coverage includes notes of the
Austro-Hungarian Bank, including
overprinted varieties, anticipated notes
of the state of Donaustaat, inflation
notes, issues of the Austrian National
Bank, Reichs- and Rentenbank notes,
emergency issues, Allied Military
schillings and groschen, and Second
Republic issues.

The book is priced at $19.90E
(approx. $29.90 U.S). It is available
from amazon. de at
http://www.amazon.de/Katalog-Oster-
reichischen-Banknoten-19%3E%2000-

6/re f=sr_
1_18?ie=UTF88cs=books&yid=1215 %3E
%202000098zsr=8-18
or h ttp://www.geldschein.a t/eka ta log

-- Fred Reed
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